NEW HONORS MEMBERS

Samuel Vigue  Agriculture  AGRON
Lin Bi  Business  FIN
Zachary Illg  Business  P BUS
Lu Wang  Business  P BUS
Nathan White  Design  FIN
Jacob Duncan  Engineering  P ARCH
Alexandros Khor  Engineering  M E
P Kanchana Perera  Human Sciences  CH E
Kristin Potts  Human Sciences  KIN H
Mathew Schmitz  Human Sciences  KIN H
Le Yap  Human Sciences  DIETH
Kinsey Cornick  LAS  BIOCH

HSB PUNCH CARDS!

What: HSB Event Punch Cards
Where: They can be picked up and stamped at any HSB events
Why: Students who receive stamps at four different events can enter into a drawing for fun prizes. Prizes will be awarded around the time of dead week

DANCE MARATHON:

Want to participate in Dance Marathon, but don’t have a team to sign up with? Go to the Iowa State Dance Marathon website (http://www.dm.stuorg.iastate.edu/) and register under the Honors Program team! That way you experience one of the most rewarding events Iowa State has to offer with your fellow honors students! Have questions about registering or fundraising for this event? Email your Morale Captain David Harper at dharper3@iastate.edu

Rotary Scholarship Meeting Cancelled

Due to changes being made by Rotary International to their scholarship programs, the information meeting scheduled for October 27 has been cancelled. The November 15 meeting on nationally-competitive scholarships for study abroad by US citizens will be held as scheduled from 5:10 – 6:00 p.m. in the Memorial Union’s Gold Room.
The Center for Excellence in Science, Mathematics and Engineering Education (CESMEE) is now accepting applications for student conference travel funding made possible by the Iowa Mathematics and Science Education Partnership (IMSEP). CESMEE will provide up to $250 per awardee to support attendance and presentation of work at educational professional conferences during the 2011-12 academic year.

Successful applicants must:

1. Be enrolled at Iowa State University as either a graduate or undergraduates in the fields of science, mathematics and engineering and STEM education. Students in the fields of technology and technology education may apply if they represent a project that integrates science, mathematics and/or engineering;

2. Complete and submit a request form, found on the FAQ site (see below), by Nov. 1, 2011;

3. Attend a conference of either an educational association (such as NSTA, NCTM, NARST, etc.) or the educational division of a science, mathematics or engineering discipline’s organization (such as ACS, AAPT, ASEE, etc.);

4. Present work at the conference either in a poster session or workshop. If the student is not the lead on the presentation, s/he must at least be responsible for a portion of the delivery of the information;

5. Make a brief report to the CESMEE Coordinating Council about the experience;

6. Turn in travel reimbursement receipts within one month of the last day of the conference or no later than May 1, 2012, whichever is first. Not taking action within one month constitutes forfeiture of funds and they will revert back to use for another student’s request

Travel expense guidelines include:

- Expenses must be reasonable (no first class flights or expensive hotels, for example)

- See the university’s FAQ’s for travel on the right side of the screen at http://www.controller.iastate.edu/travelinformation/homepage.htm.